COHERENCE AND INTERFERENCE
- At any interference experiment, one must use coherent waves (same frequency and wavelength). To
observe a stable pattern of interference, it is essential that the phase shift (∆φtot) between the waves
that interfere at any given screen point remains constant during observation time. In two slits
interference model, we considered two waves E1 = E 0 sin(ωt ) _ and _ E 2 = E 0 sin(ωt + ϕ )
(1)
This modelling is based on three assumptions a) Infinite long waves in time; b) Same frequency ;
c) constant phase shift all time. Let’s verify the limits of our assumptions and make some corrections.
a) Experimental measurements show that the visible wave light (λ ~ 550nm) is emitted by the atoms
during τ ~10-8sec. This wave associates the transition of atom from a high to lower energy level
and it is emitted randomly in time and space direction. As the period of this wave is T = λ/c we find
that T = λ/c = 550*10-9/ 3*108 = 1.833*10-15 sec. This means that in the wave train emitted by the
atom there are τ / T ≈ 10 −8 / 1.833 * 10 −15 = 5.5 * 10 6 full periods. During the emission of one period
from the source, the wave front advances by one wavelength. So, for τ ~10-8sec the source (atom)
emits τ / T = 5.5 * 10 6 full oscillations in row; i.e. a length of (τ / T ) * λ = 5.5 * 10 6 * 550 * 10 −9 = 3m .
So, the average length of randomly emitted visible wavelet (fig 1.a) by a single atom is Lc~3m. This
parameter is known as the wave COHERENCE LENGTH . Actually, due to collisions with other
atoms, the real coherence length is much smaller (Lc ~ 20-30cm) even for the best conventional light
sources (low density Cs gases). It is almost the same for common He-Ne but can be as long as 3km at
some special lasers. So, the spatial length or coherence length of interfering waves is not infinity.

Fig 1
This length (Lc ) restricts the extension of region occupied by fringes in an interference experiment.
The interference calculations are based on “path difference (δ = r1 – r2 ). But, at first, the two
wavelets have to superpose and if δ > Lc they cannot (fig 1.b). This is an effect that restricts the
interference order of fringes to a certain maximum order of interference Mmax.
b) Same frequency is a precise modeling for two atoms of the same element.
c) Constant phase shift all time is impossible because the process of irradiation is random. At
Young’s experiment, this problem is overcome by using a pinhole that selects a few secondary
wavelets emitted by a restricted zone of initial wavefront and two slits that get two “in phase
oscillations from the same plane wavefront“ due to a considerable distance from the pinhole.
The phase of the wave front that hits the two slits changes randomly in time but, at a given
moment, it is the same at all points across the two slits. So, although the phase at the
“entrance“ of slits oscillates randomly, the difference of phases for the two outgoing wavelets
is equal to zero , all time.
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In the process of light emission participates a big number of atoms and the light wave produced by
the source is constituted by a big number of wavelets. The average length Lc of those wavelets is
larger if the random collisions between the atoms are minimized; a low pressure gaz source does
have advantages from this point of view. The production of a big number of wavelets in phase
inside the source means a certain intensity of package of the emitted wavelet by the source. This
requires the simultaneous emission by many atoms inside the source.
These two interference requirements are met by the laser light where the random effect of wavelets
emission from different atoms in the light source is minimized. This makes possible the excellent
coherence proprieties of laser light. One recognizes two kind of coherence (fig 2) :
a) Temporal coherence = is increased if the emission process for each atom is not random.
This means large values of Lc ( coherence length or wavelet length)
b) Spatial coherence

Fig2

= all atoms emit wavelets simultaneously (same phase) and even along
the same direction in space.

(Short Lc)

(Longt Lc)

- When calculating the interference from two waves (1) we found the resultant intensity is
I = 4 I 0 cos 2 (∆φ / 2) _ remember _ I 0 = E 02

(2)

Note that this result and its graph in figure (3) assume a constant phase shift ∆φ between interfering
waves. For a random ∆φ (each slit illuminated by a different source) one has to work with ∆φ -average.
−−−−−−−−−−−

As for each point on the screen, ∆φ changes in [0,2π] randomly, one finds out cos 2 (∆φ / 2) = 1 / 2 and
I = 2I 0 = I 0 + I 0
(3)
This corresponds to the uniform illumination in case of the superposition of two completely incoherent
waves. Remember that the average light intensity on the screen for coherent and non-coherent waves is
the same, 2I0 (see fig 3). But, the interference redistributes it differently on the screen.

Fig 3
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LIGHT DIFFRACT
D
ION
-In general, the term
m diffraction is applied too situations involving thee resultant efffect produced by a
limited portion
p
of waave front. Inn optics, it apppears as ” liight bendingg around obbstacles” andd
producess some light in regions where
w
geomeetrical opticss predicts shadow.
Note thaat diffraction
n effects are observed alw
ways when a part of wavve front is cuut. As all optical
devices use
u a limited
d portion of wave front, they cannot avoid diffraaction.
-The figuure 4 shows a diffractionn pattern forrmed by a cirrcular obstaccle on a screeen at a modeerate
respectivve distance. There are alternating daark /bright friinges aroundd the image borders
b
and a
central bright
b
spot (P
Poisson spott). This situaation corresponds to the “FRESNEL
“
DIFFRACT
TION”:
Either thhe light sourrce or the scrreen is closee to the obstaacle (or aperrture). In theese circumstaances,
the wavee fronts are spherical (nnot planes) and
a the calcuulations go beyond
b
the limits
l
of this course.

Fig.4
-We will sttudy the difffraction patteern when thee source andd the screen are
a far from
m the aperturre (or
obstacle). In
I this case, the incidentt light advannces by planee fronts of wave
w
and parrallel rays sttrike the
screen1. Thhis situation is known ass FRAUNHO
OFER DIFRA
ACTION.
S
FRAUN
NHOFER DIIFFRACTIO
ON
SINGLE SLIT
-This is thee situation fo
or each of sliits used in Young’s
Y
expeeriment.
We will seee the effect of aperture dimension
n on far fieldd interferencce
for a monoochromatic (one λ) plan
ne wave fron
nt at slits’ inpput.
-Consider thhe division of
o slit aperturre “a” into tw
welve thin sttrips of equaal
iinfinity smaall thickness and parallel to the slit. Each
E
strip eleement
(presented byy a point in figg.5) emits onee Huygens wavelet
w
of liight. All those
w
wavelets
aree coherent to each other and have the
t same cohherence length
(LC). It is cleear that for the
t direction
n θ = 00, all those
t
waveleets interfere
i phase to each
in
e
other and
a produce a maximum
m of interferrence becausse
t path diffference betw
the
ween each off them is zeroo and all phaasors are
a
aligned
alonng the same direction (figg.6.a).

Figure 5

Figuree 6.a Twelvee phasors “in
n phase”
1

In optical devvices, those ray
ys pass throughh a convergentt lens before hitting the screeen located at lens
l
focal plan
n.
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- For angles θ ≠ 00 a path difference is produced between the wavelets. Consider the angle θ for which
the path difference between the first and the second wavelets is equal to λ/12(see fig. 5). In this case
the path difference between wavelets emitted by the strips one and twelve is
. This means
that the phasor twelve is phase-advanced by ∆φ1-12 = k* δ1-12= (2π/λ)*
= 2π* with respect to
phasor one and the sum of all phasors gives a zero net phasor (see fig. 6.b). To increase the precision of
this calculation we must increase the number of stripes and decrease their thickness. Noting that, for n
strips the path difference between the first and the last wavelet is
, it comes out that the corresponding phase shift is
Δ

2 .

When the number of stripes becomes

very big lim
1 , the path difference becomes
and the phase shift becomes Δ
2
Fig. 6.b
-This analysis shows that along this direction θ for which the path difference between the first and last
wavelets is δ = a sin θ = λ the net phasor is zero and consequently a minimum of interference is
produced. A step by step mathematical procedure based on the phasors’ modeling shows that there is a
minimum for each direction that corresponds to the general condition2
that

a * sin θ s = sλ ; _ s = ±1,±2,±3,......

(4)

Note that:
a) s = 0 is excluded in equation (4) because it corresponds to the central maximum which is
large and becomes larger with decrease of slit thickness (a). (Why?)
b) As “a” is small, sinθ (= λ/a) may be out of “small angle approx” range even for s =1.
c) In between two consecutive minima there is a maximum. The directions for single slit
secondary maxima fulfil the condition
a * sin θ S = (2S + 1)λ / 2; _ S = ±1,±2,±3,......
(5)
d) The intensity of 1-slit diffraction pattern decreases quickly with distance from screen center
and is described by the following function (Imax stands for the top intensity of central maximum)

⎡ sin(πa sin θ ) ⎤
λ ⎥
I = I max ⎢
⎢ πa sin ϑ
⎥
λ ⎦
⎣

2

(6)

-The formulas (5, 6) tell that even a single slit produces maxima-minima patterns in the conditions of
Fraunhofer diffraction. Similar calculations show that small obstruction (hair, blood cells, ..) produce
diffraction related patterns, too. One uses these patterns to estimate “small objects” dimensions.
These diffraction related patterns are visible only when a ≥ λ. If a >> λ the angles θs are so small that
fringes superpose to each other (i.e. disappear) and the image on the screen takes the slit’s profile.
2

The way how to get this formula is given in the textbook, p.791.
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CORRECTIIONS TO TH
HE RESULT
TS OF YOU
UNG’S EXPE
ERIMENT
-When considering the interference
i
conditions for
f Young’s experiment we did not account
a
for the
t
d
diffraction
e
effect
of eacch slit patternn individuallly. Remember that we foound:
a) the maxima
m
for condition
c
b) the minima
m
for co
ondition

d * sin θ M = Mλ _ m = 0,±1,±2,±3,......
d * sin θ m = (2m + 1)λ / 2 _ m = 0,±1,±2,±3,......

(7))
(8))

N
Note:
Do noot mix slits’ distance ‘d
d’ in (7,8) with aperturee ‘a’ in equaations (4,5,6)).
-Suppose thaat for the same direction
n θ the condditions (4) annd (7) are fullfilled simulttaneously foor two
slits with eqqual aperture ‘a’ at a disttance ‘d’. Thhe condition (5) tells us that
t in this direction eachh slit
p
produces
a dark
d
fringe; i.e. no one slit is sendingg a light wavve at this loccation. As thhere are not waves
t superposse, the correesponding maximum
to
m
frringe for twoo slits system
m will be missing.
m
-Suppose thaat for the sam
me directionn θ the condiitions (5) andd (8) are fulffilled simultaaneously forr the two
slits’ system
m. The eq. (5) tells us thaat in this direection each slit
s alone would produce a bright frinnge. But
t eq. (8) fiixes a minim
the
mum for this direction annd the light brought
b
here by each of slits
s along thhis
d
direction
is removed.
r
Th
he two slits’ interferencee effect “takkes this lightt out of this direction”(fi
d
fig. 6).
1 sllit diffractionn pattern
workks as envelopee of
2-sllits system of fringes
f

Fig.6 T
The interferen
nce-diffractiion
p
pattern
from two slits

2-slits interfference
removes lightt from here

As the samee light must obey
A
o
simultaaneously to two
t different interferencce rules it will be a minim
mum
along each direction
d
θ fo
or which exiists one miniima conditioon. “It is likee multiplyin
ng by zero ru
ule ”.
So, several maxima
m
from
m two-slits innterference are
a cancelledd due to onee slit diffractiion mechaniism. The
i
intensities
of two slits’ maxima
m
pattern are modified in confformity to onne-slit diffraction patternn, too.
Notes:
N
b
twoo slits is biggger than the slit thicknesss “a”. It com
mes out
a) In geeneral, the diistance “d” between
that λ/d
λ << λ/a.. This meanss that severaal maxima off “2 slit patttern interferrence” fall between
the two
t first orde
der minima (s
( = +/-1) due to “1 slit diffraction
d
p
pattern”.
b) In geeneral, the sm
mall angle approximatio
a
on does worrk for two sliits interferennce but, it dooes not
workk always for one slit difffraction patteern. So, it is useful that, before usingg the small angle
a
approximation, one
o verify whether
w
the coonditions forr small anglee approximaation are mett.
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THE RAYL
LEIGH CRIT
TERION FO
OR OPTICA
AL RESULTIION
-The ultimatte sharpness of a cameraa images is defined
d
by thhe spatial reesolution = the
t capacityy to
discern twoo neighbouring points on
o the objecct surface. This
T parameter is limitedd by the diffraction.
-In all opticaal system theere is an inpuut aperture that
t allows (cut)
(
only a portion
p
of wave
w
front to pass
t
through
lensses. This pro
ocess is assocciated with light
l
diffracttion. In otherr words, thiss means that even a
‘point sourcce’ at system input will produce
p
a Frraunhoffer3 pattern
p
at reccording (senssor or film) plane.
-In figure 7, two points on
o object surface are actting as non-ccoherent poiint sources. Each
E
of thesse points
p
produces
a similar
s
diffraaction patterrn on sensor plane but there is no intterference beetween them
m to
r
redistribute
the light. It can
c be proveed that for a circular aperture with diiameter ‘a’, the first minnimum
d
direction
is defined
d
by equation
e
(prooportionalityy coefficient changes froom 1 to 1.22)):
1.222λ
(9)
sin θ =
a
I all optical devices a >>
In
> λ. So, wee use small angle approximation and the equatioon (9) becom
mes

θ=

1.22λ
a

(10)

This expresssion gives th
T
he direction of
o first minim
mum with reespect with too direction of
o the center of
d
diffraction
p
pattern
for a point sourcee. Taking intto account thhat a similar diffraction pattern
p
is prooduced
b each of tw
by
wo point so
ources, one gets
g the pictuure for intenssity distributtion shown inn figure 7.

Two non-cohereent point souurces can be
easilyy resolved as far as theirr diffraction
patteerns do not overlap.

θ

Figg. 7
-When the separation beetween the tw
wo points onn the object surface
s
is sm
mall, the corrresponding
d
diffraction
p
patterns
on sensor plane overlap and do not perm
mit to record them clearlyy as distinct points.
How to judgge whether the
t images are
a separatedd or not on the
t sensor suurface?
RAYLEIGH
R
H CRITER
RION: Two images
i
are barely
b
resolvved when th
he central maximum
m
off one
p
pattern
coin
ncides with the first miinimum of the
t other on
ne (see figure 8). Follow
wing this criteerion,
t critical separation
the
s
angle
a
θc is

3

We consider a plane front wave
w
at system
m input and recoording plane. Lens
L
brings thee image form innfinity to focal distance.
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1.22λ
(11)
a
F smaller angular separation betw
For
ween two objjects (θ < θC), the opticaal system will not distingguish
4
b
between
the two imagess. One can in
ncrease resolution by ussing lenses with
w bigger apertures
a
(thhe
i
increase
of a produces a decrease off θc ). This way,
w one fulffills easier thhe condition θ > θC for a given θ
v
value
(fixedd value) betw
ween the set of
o rays from
m two given object
o
pointss at lens inpuut (see fig. 7)) .
E
Example
38.3 in textboo
ok.

θc =

F 8
Fig.

4

Photographs use this metho
od to improve the
t quality of recorded picturres.
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